Problem BOUNTYHUNT: Bounty Hunter
Spike is a bounty hunter and he is currently tracking a criminal! To investigate he uses his spaceship, the Swordfish II,
and travels to N different places on 2D Euclidean space before returning to his crew at the starting location with all
the information he has gathered. The starting location is the leftmost place (with the lowest x-coordinate) and Spike
wants to travel to every other place before returning. However space fuel costs a lot of Woolongs and Spike would
rather spend his money on special beef with bell peppers. Therefore he wants to travel the minimum possible distance.
On top of that he is being chased by the Red Dragon crime syndicate. To make sure they don’t catch him he can
only visit places in increasing order of their x-coordinate until he reaches the rightmost place (with the largest xcoordinate), then he can turn around and visit places in decreasing order of their x-coordinate until he reaches his
starting location again.

Input
The input starts with an integer T (1 ≤ T ≤ 100) specifying the number of test cases that follow. Each test case
consists of an integer N (2 ≤ N ≤ 512) specifying the number of places in the tour. The coordinates of these places
are given as integers in the next N lines, x-coordinate first, y-coordinate second (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 5000). The places are
given in ascending order of the x-coordinate. Every place has a unique x-coordinate.

Output
For each test case, output on a single line the minimum travel distance needed to complete the tour. Your output should
have an absolute or relative error of at most 10−2 .
Sample Input 1

Sample Output 1
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